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The following errors and omissions have been brought to my attention regarding this paper and I should like to
clarify these points.
The representation of the dual interacting feedback model as shown in figure 1 has previously been published by
Hung (1990).
On page 2872 this paper incorrectly states that ‘‘Previous studies have made the invalid assumption that
accommodative errors are always hypermetropic’’ citing reference 20 by G.K. Hung. Hung’s later work includes an
appropriate method of handling both myopic and hypermetropic errors (Hung, 1992, 1997) and the original
statement is therefore misleading and is withdrawn.
Equations (1), (2), (5) and (7) represent linear and non-linear representations of the model as expressed in Fig. 1.
Mathematically equivalent expressions for these solutions have been previously published by Hung et al. (1996) [Ref.
22] and Hung (1997), although the manner in which non-linearities (for both the accommodative far-point and
optical dead-space) are handled in this paper differs from these previously published solutions.
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